In this season (despite the unseasonable weather), in this location, I was too lazy to write more than ten clues. Thus, each clue below consists of two parts, one after the other, each cluing one answer; I have added the numbers of the two entries to get the clue number. When the grid is complete, you will be able to read in it a jocular (and so far this year, inaccurate) interpretation of the name of this location, followed by a description of me.

OBLIQUELY DOWNWARDS
5. Bound 51 in Berlin with contract filled in over the phone
6. Banal beginning of the ceremonial dance cut short by the eleventh president
10. Heard paper depicting Lincoln as a northern European bishop will hurt AA’s founder (3 wds.)
11. Luxury items produced by recycling cots from compound nearby were irksome, reportedly
16. Only eating a cookie provided proof of Thea’s cooking speed (3 wds.)
18. Captivating married woman rotated, till non-store-bought, instantly-inked body art turned up
19. Chill-inducing sheet from Florence announced yen’s crashing where shares are sold (has abbr.)
21. Mentioned moderately dry champagne to observe erotic, hash-addled expressions of pleasure
25. I scold angry team that’s tossed hot dogs and so forth
27. Group of quail live outside of very minute residence for pig, under the Golden Arches